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Abstract 
Compared to their matrix metals Magnesium Matrix Composites (MMCs) show higher stiffness, strength, improved tribological 
properties, lower thermal expansion coefficient, improved wear resistance, enhanced strength and creep resistance. Moreover 
they own low density and good machinability. Investigation of their physical and mechanical properties is important not only for
applications but also for better understanding of the processes responsible for their behavior. Squeeze casting as an advanced 
technology of MMCs production became possible to combine metallic materials with ceramic reinforcing fibers and so to modify 
not only mechanical and thermal characteristics but also damping capacity. On the other hand damping capacity measurements 
are suitable tools to detect changes in the microstructure of thermally or mechanically loaded composites. Therefore Magnesium 
alloy AZ91 with 15 vol. % Ȗ-Al2O3 fibers as reinforcing phase produced by squeeze casting was thermally cycled between room 
temperature and increasing upper temperatures. After thermal cycling the amplitude dependence of damping in terms of the 
logarithmic decrement was measured. Dislocations present in the material turned out to be the main reason for damping. Thermal 
stresses induced in the investigated composites due to the considerable difference between the thermal expansion coefficients of
the matrix and the ceramic fibers create new dislocations on cooling from elevated to ambient temperature. The thermal stresses
can achieve the yield stress of the matrix and microglide of newly created dislocations as well as their annihilation can occur. 
Thermodynamic processes in the matrix may influence these effects. The density and arrangement of dislocations may be 
changed also due to mechanical cycling. Therefore the influence of cyclic bending on the damping behavior of magnesium alloy 
based MMCs was determined at room temperature. The logarithmic decrement of free decaying vibrations of bending beams as a 
function of the number of cycles was studied. During cycling damping first increased up to 4 x 103 cyles stayed more or less 
constant and decreased again for cycle numbers > 106. Like in thermal cycling this behavior can be explained by similar 
dislocation effects. For numerousness cycles > 8 x 107 the damping again steeply increased with further cycling. With the help of 
a rheological model developed for crack nucleation and crack growth in unreinforced Magnesium alloy AZ91 this increase could 
be explained by nucleation and progressing growth of cracks. Relative maxima occurred in this cycling region on the damping 
versus strain amplitude curves like in unreinforced Magnesium alloy AZ91. Again these maxima can be qualitatively explained 
and analyzed with the rheological model assuming crack nucleation and crack growth as the source of damping. With increasing 
numbers of cycles the maximum increased up to fracture of the sample. Cracks in the vicinity of the fractured surface nucleated
at fibers or coarse precipitates. 
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1. Introduction 
The potential application of Mg alloys reinforced with ceramic fibers or particles in structures subjected to 
thermal and mechanical fatigue has motivated this analysis. Magnesium materials are promising materials because 
of their low density, high specific strength, and high damping. Magnesium alloys are easy to recycle. It is expected 
that these materials become of special importance in many applications, especially in the automotive industry. 
Engineering importance of magnesium alloys has risen recently. The automotive industry shows a growing interest 
in magnesium alloys as a structural material that may reduce fuel consumption of cars and exhaust emissions. Other 
application fields are also in the aviation and communication industry. The commercial AZ91 alloy is a very often 
used magnesium casting alloy. Alloys based on the according system (Mg-Al-Zn-Mn) are determined for use at 
ambient temperatures because of rapid decrease of mechanical properties at elevated temperatures (above 120°C) [1-
3]. One possibility to improve the mechanical properties is to prepare material with two or more phases with 
different physical and chemical properties. The reinforcement of cast magnesium alloys using short ceramic fibers 
results in a significant improvement of the strength and creep resistance at elevated temperatures and the damping 
capacity [4-6] while low density and good machinability remain acceptable [7].  
   The coefficient of linear thermal expansion D of ceramic reinforcements is smaller than that of most metallic 
matrices. This means that thermal stresses are generated in a composite subjected to temperature changes. These 
thermal stresses due to thermal mismatch generally can be expressed in the following form  
V   f(C,ri) 'D 'T ,                                                                                   (1) 
where f(C,ri) is a function of the elastic constants, C, and geometrical parameters ri; 'D is the difference of the 
expansion coefficient of the both phases, and 'T is the temperature change. The different thermal expansion 
between the ceramic reinforcement and the metallic matrix also introduces a higher dislocation density in the matrix, 
especially near the interface region. This high matrix dislocation density as well as the reinforcement/matrix 
interfaces can provide high diffusivity paths in a composite. The higher dislocation density also affects the 
precipitation kinetics in a precipitation hardenable matrix.  
Fatigue properties of the magnesium alloys reinforced with alumina fibers were studied up to now by a few 
authors [8, 9]. Investigations of the effects of alumina short fibers volume fraction and temperature on the fatigue 
properties in magnesium alloys matrix composites showed increased fatigue strength at room temperature. Our 
investigation was aimed to a better knowledge of the factors controlling the behavior of magnesium alloy AZ91 
reinforced with ceramic fibers subjected to thermal and mechanical cycling. Changes of the microstructure after 
thermal and mechanical cycling were detected using damping measurements. 
2. Experimental Procedure 
Commercial AZ91 alloy (Mg -9.91wt%Al -0.76wt%Zn -0.25wt%Mn) was reinforced with 15 vol.% Ȗ-Al2O3
(Saffil£) fibers. Composite material used in this study was manufactured by squeeze casting technology. Mean fiber 
length measured after squeeze casting was l = 78 Pm and fiber diameter was d = 3 Pm leading to an aspect ratio A = 
l/d = 26. The microstructure of the composite exhibits Mg17A12 precipitates, similar to the unreinforced AZ91 alloy. 
Damping measurements were carried out on 81 mm long bending beams with 3 mm thickness and 10mm width. 
The bending beams fixed at one end and a permanent magnet attached at the free end dipping into a coil system 
were contactlessly excited to mechanical resonance of their fundamental vibration (clamped-free-bar with end 
loading) by an alternating magnetic field. This was realized by a closed feedback loop consisting of an excitation 
coil, an induction coil and a power AC amplifier. When the amplifier was cut from the coil system at given 
amplitude by PC-controlled relays, the free decaying vibration was measured via the effective alternating voltage 
induced by the moving permanent magnet into the induction coil. It has to be stressed that this method allows the 
measurement of amplitude-dependent internal friction for a single individual decay of free vibration. After reaching 
definite amplitude the coil current was switched off by a PC and the induced voltage of the declining mechanical 
vibration was stored in the PC via a sensitive lock-in-voltmeter measuring the voltage induced by the moving 
permanent magnet [10]. Using these data the decrement G of the free vibration was determined by the PC according 
to the definition of the logarithmic decrement: 
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where An is the nth and An+1 is the (n+1)th amplitude. Each sample was annealed step by step at increasing 
temperatures up to 400 °C for 20 min and after each annealing step quenched into water of ambient temperature. 
The internal friction measurements were carried out immediately after heat treatment and quenching at room 
temperature. The resonant frequency ranged from 130 to 140 Hz. Dynamic measurements were performed in 
vacuum of about 30 Pa. 
Controlled fatigue was realized by definite bending loading of the bending beam samples in the same apparatus 
also used for the damping measurements controlling the amplitude and number of vibrations. The resonant 
frequency was in this case 6775 Hz. The sample was cycled up to failure at N = 2.19x108 cycles. 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Thermal cycling 
Figs. 1 show plots of the logarithmic decrement against the strain amplitude in logarithmic scale in as cast state 
before and after thermal treatment between room temperature and an increasing maximum temperature given in the 
figs. where only selected temperatures of thermal treatment are introduced figs. (a) and (b). For many metallic 
materials, the strain dependence of the damping G(H) can be divided into a strain independent G0 and a strain 
dependent GH (H) component: 
G(H)  G0  GH (H)                                                                                  (3) 
G0 is found at low amplitudes. The component GH (H) is usually caused by dislocation movement in the material. The 
critical strain Hcr at which the logarithmic decrement becomes amplitude dependent may be used to calculate the 
effective critical stress amplitude corresponding to the micro yield stress according to the following relationship 
Vcr = E Hcr                                                                         (4) 
where E is the elastic modulus of the material. 
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As can be seen in Figs. 1 the thermal treatment has practically no influence in the amplitude independent region, 
but the G values in the strain amplitude dependent region increase very strongly with increasing maximum 
temperature of the thermal cycle up to 280 qC and then, above 280 °C, the values of G decrease with the maximum 
temperature as it can be seen in Fig. 1b. The critical strain amplitude Hcr decreases with increasing maximum 
temperature of the thermal cycle up to 280 °C. Thermal cycling at higher temperatures increased again the critical 
amplitude as it is obvious from Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. Critical strain versus Maximum temperature of the thermal cycle 
It is generally accepted that the vibrating dislocation segments are very effective sources of damping of the 
material. The strain dependent component of the logarithmic decrement is usually explained using the Granato-
LĦcke (G-L) theory of dislocation damping [11, 12]. In this theory the dislocation structure is assumed to consist of 
segments of LN along which weak pinning points are randomly distributed. The mean distance between two weak 
pinning points is " with "« LN. The mean total density of dislocations is U. It is assumed that a periodic stress 
V(t) V0sinZt is applied. At T = 0 K the dislocation segments are able to break-away from the weak pinning points 
only by sufficiently high stress. The longer segments LN are assumed to be pinned by strong pinning points that can 
not be overcome by the dislocations at lower stresses necessary for plastic deformation of the material. The stress 
required for break-away of dislocations from the weak pinning points is determined by the largest double segment at 
it is strongly dependent on the distribution of the pinning points being assumed to be statistic. With increasing 
temperature beginning at T = 0 K the necessary stress for this break-away is decreased continuously because this 
process is more and more thermally activated. At higher temperatures the break-away can occur at lower stresses 
than possible for double loop, but higher activation energies are required because the break-away is simultaneous 
from several neighboring pinning points. In the high temperature and low frequency approximation the stress 
dependence of the decrement component GH can be expressed as [13]: 
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where G is the shear modulus, V0 is the amplitude of the applied stress and Z its angular frequency, X the Debye 
frequency, U0 is the activation energy, G is the shear modulus, kT has its usual meaning. It can be seen that this 
relationship has a similar form as the original formula given by Granato and Lücke [11, 12]. The GH component 
depends exponentially on the stress amplitude. The experimental curves for the isothermal measurements were fitted 
to formula (5) in the form 
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where the C1 parameter is proportional to 3/2 and the C2 is proportional to -3/2. The fitting procedure has been 
successful only for data received after cycling the sample at temperatures higher then 160°C. One example of such 
fitting procedure is shown in Fig. 3. The temperature dependence of the C2 parameter is introduced in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. G-L fit of experimental points measured after thermal treatment at 380°C 
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Fig. 4. Maximum cycling temperature dependence of the C2 parameter 
The G-L model has been developed for pure metallic crystals with very small concentrations of solute atoms. In the 
G-L model dislocations are pinned at some place and the free elastic segments move under oscillating stress. 
Damping of these oscillations is controlled by interactions with phonons and electrons. When the stress (strain) 
amplitude reaches its critical value, the dislocation motion has features typical for avalanche motion. Long free 
dislocation segments may operate in the slip plane and damping rapidly increases. Note that this process is thermally 
activated and occurs at temperatures higher than 0 K. In concentrated alloys the dislocation line is strongly pinned 
by high number of solute atoms, which occupy the dislocation line. Because of the short distance between the weak 
pinning points like solute atoms the force necessary for the break away of dislocation is very high. At T = 0 K the 
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dislocation starts to glide over long distances when the Peach-Koehler force can break away the dislocations from 
the strong pinning points and therefore unpin the segment Lc (Lc is the pinning correlation length). Then the critical 
stress Vc is done [14] 
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where J is the dislocation elastic energy J= K Gb2 (b is the Burgers vector magnitude, K  is a constant of the order of 
0.5), Fp is the elementary pinning force at an obstacle and np the density of weak dislocation pinning points like 
solute atoms. The collective energy, necessary for the dislocation segment to overcome a weak obstacle may be 
calculated as
Uc = (JnpFp2b6)1/3.                                                           (8) 
The G-L theory is also well applicable in composite samples, where mainly slightly pinned newly created 
dislocations are relevant for hysteretic internal friction. These dislocations are formed in the composite matrix due to 
thermal stresses originated by temperature changes. Usually there is a considerable difference between the thermal 
expansion coefficient of the matrix and reinforcing phase fibers. Temperature changes during thermal cycling 
generate thermal stresses which may by partially accommodated inducing new dislocations into the matrix. An 
increase of the dislocation density near reinforcement fibers has been calculated as [15]  
dfb
TfB 1
)1( 
'' DU                                                                     (9) 
where f is the volume fraction of the fibers, d its diameter, b the magnitude of the Burgers vector of dislocations, and 
B a geometrical constant. From equation (9) follows that the dislocation density is increasing with temperature 
change ǻT. When the thermal stresses achieve the yield stress plastic zones can be formed near the interfaces 
between matrix and fiber. The amplitude dependences of the decrement measured for the composite sample after 
thermal treatment with temperatures up to 140 °C are practically the same. Newly created dislocations due to 
thermal stresses are the reason for the rapid increase of the decrement after treatment at higher temperatures. 
According to CarreñoMorelli et al. [16] the thermal stresses produced by a temperature change 'T at interfaces are 
given as 
   Tff1EfE
EE
Mf
Mf
TS 'D'
 V  ,                                                              (10) 
where Ef and EM are the Young's moduli of the reinforcement and of the matrix, respectively. For the AZ91/Al2O3
composite investigated at room temperature the following values can be put into this equation: Ef = 300 GPa, EM =
45 GPa, f = 0.15 and 'D = 20u10-6 K-1. Involving the decrease of EM with increasing temperature (approx. 50 
MPa/K) the equation yields an increment in thermal stress of 0.5 MPa produced by a temperature change of 1K. At 
temperatures higher than 250 °C this increment decreases to 0.35 MPa/K. According to eq. 10 temperature 
differences higher than 160 K can generate new dislocations.  
The number of solute foreign atoms or their small clusters can be modified by thermodynamic processes in the 
matrix. Kiehn et al. [17] studying resistivity changes in AZ91/Saffil composite submitted step by step isochronal 
thermal treatment found a sharp drop of resistivity between 140 and 260 °C. This effect is due to the formation of 
incoherent and coarse Ephase (Mg17Al12) particles mainly in the vicinity of ceramic fibers. Similar process may be 
considered also in the unreinforced alloy. This precipitation process decreases the number of free solute atoms in the 
matrix of the composite. Shorter dislocation segments become longer because of the enhanced dislocation density 
due to temperature cycling and due to the lower number of solute atoms. Then the C2 constant that is reciprocal to "
should decrease with the increasing maximum temperature of the cycle. This tendency stopped at the highest 
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maximum cycling temperature of 380 °C where precipitates begin to dissolve again. Thermal stresses produced at 
the matrix/ceramic fiber interface are accommodated by the formation of plastic zones. The dislocation density can 
increase only up to the moment when the plastic zones in the matrix begin to overlap. Consequently the dislocation 
loops formed near the matrix-fiber interface have the opposite sign on the both sides of the fiber. At higher 
temperatures the yield stress in the matrix is lower than internal stresses and at temperatures higher than 280 °C the 
tensile stresses change to compression ones. At this moment dislocations move in the plastic zones and can 
annihilate. Hence the dislocation density again decreases.   
3.2. Mechanical cycling 
The amplitude dependences of the decrement determined in the as received state and after definite numbers of 
cycles are introduced in Fig. 5. Rapid increase of the decrement was observed between the first measured curve for 
N = 0 and the second measured curve after 1 minute of cycling, corresponding to N = 4.02 x 103 cycles. The 
logarithmic decrement estimated in the amplitude independent region for the strain amplitude H = 2 x 10-4 is 
introduced in Fig. 6. A saturated region, where the decrement is more independent of the number of cycles was 
found from N = 4 x 103 to approximately 1 x 106 cycles. Further cycling led to a rapid decrease of the decrement and 
then again increase followed with the fracture of the sample.  
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The changes in the composite response upon cyclic loading are primarily introduced by the plastic deformation in 
the matrix. The cycling response in the material containing particles impenetrable for dislocations leads to the rapid 
increase of dislocation density during cyclic loading until a saturated state is reached [18]. Composites typically 
exhibit a higher dislocation density compared with their monolithic counterparts. The dislocations have to 
circumvent the impenetrable ceramic fibers and in the case of the AZ91 alloy also precipitates Mg17Al12. All these 
obstacles generate new dislocations at their interface to the matrix. G-L theory [11] for the amplitude independent 
component of the logarithmic decrement at low frequencies yields 
4
2
d
0 Gb36
B "USZ G ,                                                                 (11) 
where Bd is the damping force per unit length of dislocation per unit velocity. According to eq. (11) the amplitude 
independent component of the logarithmic decrement depends on the dislocation density and the length of the 
shorter dislocation segments ". The observed increase of the decrement at the onset of the cycling process is a result 
of the increase in the dislocation density. Because the number of the pinning points is constant and the effective 
length of the shorter dislocation segments " is higher the decrement is increased. During further cycling the 
dislocations are trapped by the interface, and induce disordered three dimensional dislocation structures with a few 
dislocations extending in the matrix. The density of movable dislocations is reduced. Shuttling of these dislocations 
accommodates the imposed strain but the damping decreases as it is obvious from Figs. 5 and 6.  
Fig. 7. Micrograph with crack in the vicinity of the fracture surface. The diameter of the fibers is 3 μm 
A rapid increase of the logarithmic decrement for the number of cycles higher than 4.7 x 107 (Figs. 5 and 6) 
indicates nucleation and growth of fatigue cracks. We observed also influences of the number of cycles on the 
sample resonant frequency. A rapid increase of the damage parameter D(N)=1-EN/E0 (where EN is an effective 
Young’s modulus of the specimen after N cycles and E0 is the Young’s modulus for N = 0) was observed at the end 
of the whole lifetime. Fig. 7 shows the microstructure of the fatigued and fractured sample. Cracks in the vicinity of 
the fracture surface are visible. Micro structural investigations showed that the initiation sites of cracks were fibers, 
clusters of fibers and large size precipitates.
3.3. Nucleation and growth of cracks 
A smooth local maximum in the amplitude dependence of the logarithmic decrement was observed after very 
high numbers of cycles (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 9). This maximum is caused the formation of cracks in the fatigued 
matrix. A simple rheological model taking into account the crack origin of damping was developed by Göken and 
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Riehemann [10]. According to the model, one elementary crack is assumed to be represented by a frictional grip that 
is attached in series to a spring E1 representing the loss of modulus due to opening of the crack. This frictional grip 
is absolutely firm for stresses smaller than its critical stress ı<ıci. In this stress region the spring E1 and frictional 
grip ıc1 attached parallel to another spring Er are elongated by an amount of Hc1 with ıc1=(Er+E1)Hc1. The grip is 
separated at ı=ıc1 where the spring E1 is released and the strain increases according to ıc1=ErH because only Er
representing the relaxed modulus is elongated. In this process, the elementary crack opens at the critical strain and 
the mechanical energy 'W is converted to heat by the displacement of the two crack surfaces, by emission of 
dislocations at the crack tips, or by crack growth. The mechanical loss can be written as  
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for HtHc and K=0 for HHc. Introducing n combinations of grips ıci and springs Ei with i=1…n the damping behavior 
of n cracks can be molded. 
According to the model of Göken and Riehemann [10], the local maximum in the amplitude dependence of the 
logarithmic decrement was caused by the distribution of cracks length and their orientations leading to a nearly 
continuous distribution of the critical strains ıc. All occurring local maxima could be fitted with good accuracy when 
a lognormal distribution of critical stresses ıc was assumed. 
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Fig. 9: Strain amplitude dependence of the logarithmic decrement for different numbers of cycles in the crack growth region. 
In Fig. 9 the local maximum after 9.9 x 107 cycles is shifted to slightly higher damping and higher strain 
amplitude after additional cycles leading to a total number of 1.02 x 108 cycles. This may indicate that new smaller 
cracks are created or dislocation damping increases again during this period. The latter could already be observed in 
the high amplitude region from 8.8x106 to 9.9 x 107cycles.
4. Conclusions 
Fatigue can successfully be studied by the measurement of strain amplitude dependent damping after increasing 
numbers of thermal or mechanical cycles. For the investigated Magnesium alloy matrix composite (AZ91 reinforced 
with 15 vol.% Ȗ-Al2O3 fibers) thermal cycling only led to precipitates and a change of the dislocation structure. 
Fatigue or cracks could not be observed during thermal cycling. This is presumably due to the number of cycles. So 
it is not clear if thermal cycles can lead to fatigue or fracture as has been found for the matrix alloy AZ91 [10]. This 
must be investigated in future. For mechanical cycling mainly dislocation effects could also be found for cycle 
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numbers up to 4.7 x 107. For further cycling a strong increase of damping can be attributed to nucleation and growth 
of cracks leading to fracture of the sample. Similarly as has been found for the matrix alloy AZ91 [10], smooth 
relative maxima appear on the damping versus strain curve for the fiber reinforced material too. Again this can be 
explained and evaluated by a rheological model of the effect of cracks on damping. 
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